Here's a message to all the Georgia Powers, Duke Energy, Con Edison, Florida Progress... We love your product. But the world is literally sick from over a century of pollution from the way you produce this electricity. Some ask the question "how much is this going to cost each consumer to clean up this mess?" You know the real question is "What will it cost if we don't come clean?" During yesterday's testimony a lobbyist for the train industry claimed thousands of jobs will be lost if we curtail coal burning. I suppose we are supposed to haul this poison coal all over the place just to keep jobs? In fifteen years all manufactured cars will be electric. The landscape of the auto industry will look totally different. Things change! There are no valid arguments for continuing the way we have been. This EPA ruling is totally the right direction we need to be going. It is a well thought out program. Although the results are necessarily well defined, states are given flexibility to reach those goals in plenty of time. With cooperation I feel we can achieve and surpass all expectations. The key here is cooperation. We have some citizens who believe they need a choice in how electricity is produced. This is not much of an argument seeing as you do have a choice in how much electricity you consume, but in general unless you go with renewables the electric companies choose how they produce. We are at point now where alternative methods are finding a profitable place in the electric production scheme, and things are changing and big bucks are to be made. Yet instead of using their wealth and influence from years of fossil fuel extraction to buy into this future, many are going to fight the EPA with frivolous lawsuits and nonsense tv advertising using mothers as spokespersons rather than come out and promote this essential and timely cleaner approach to electricity generation. To me, this using maternal spokespeople is like using Thomas the Train to teach kids how to smoke. My guess is that here in Georgia, that if the rate structure was changed to reward efficiency and productivity, instead of rewarding cost overruns and limiting competition, we would have Georgia Power and others aggressively seeking profitable clean energy instead of business as usual. I urge the EPA to listen yet passionately stick to the numbers and direction this ruling will take us. I will say I think detractors are mostly touting worn out talking points just to get a rise out of some what is becoming a cult of naysayers. This country has had a history of leading with bold moves such as this. It is time once again to take this announcement that we are going clean things up and make it be reality. I think from this hearing you can see that the country is ready do some big things. This can just be the beginning. It's time for all of us to grab the power of the future, and as a result lead better and healthier lives.